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NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a database named DB1 that contains two tables.
You need to encrypt one column in each table by using the
Always Encrypted feature.
The solution must support groupings on encrypted columns.
Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer
presents part of the solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
A. Provision column master keys and column encryption keys by
using Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS).
B. Encrypt both columns by using deterministic encryption.
C. Provision a symmetric key by using Transact-SQL.
D. Encrypt both columns by using randomized encryption.
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
A: Use deterministic encryption for columns that will be used
as search or grouping parameters, for example a government ID
number.
Deterministic encryption always generates the same encrypted
value for any given plain text value.
Using deterministic encryption allows point lookups, equality
joins, grouping and indexing on encrypted columns.
D: Always Encrypted uses two types of keys: column encryption
keys and column master keys. A column encryption key is used to
encrypt data in an encrypted column. A column master key is a
key-protecting key that encrypts one or more column encryption
keys.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
You are implementing a new VNX and you are considering whether
or not to use FAST
Cache. You decide to test the effect on response times with and
without FAST Cache.
At what point in the graph is FAST Cache turned OFF?
A. C
B. E
C. B
D. D
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
An Admin has created a Configuration Attribute on the Product A
bundle, and now needs an Identical Configuration Attribute on
the Product B bundle that saves its value into the same Quote
Line field. Which tasks should the Admin complete to meet this
business requirement?
A. Create a second Configured Product record for Product B on

the existing Configuration Attribute.
B. Create a second Configuration Attribute on Product B, no
further administration required.
C. Check "Apply to Product Options" on the existing
Configuration Attribute, then make Product B an option of
Product A.
D. Create a second Product Option field with identical values,
then create a second Configuration Attribute on Product B.
Answer: B
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